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Who is the ONE?  
Through history, God has called individuals to invest their lives in ways that affected the destinies of their families, 

communities, nations, and even the world. The stories of many of these people are recorded in the Bible. The lives 

of Abraham, Moses, Samuel, Daniel and others like them speak to us today. They, like us, lived in times when many 

around them were in bondage and spiritual darkness.  

God is still calling people to lead others out of bondage and spiritual darkness. Most are never recorded in history, 

but because they are willing to invest precious days of their lives in God's work, lives are transformed around the 

world. 

Men and women like these are the key to the worldwide impact of Living Free.  

There are so many who desire God to use them in significant ways, but they just don't know where to begin. They 

have passion but lack a plan. Each one of these people has the potential to change the destiny of their family, 

community, nation and even the world. 

Identifying, inspiring, training, equipping, and giving them a plan to spend their days doing significant life-changing 

ministry is our great vision and calling. 

Because each ONE is the key to reaching thousands. 

Participation 

We have a valid estimate of some million people who have experienced at least nine sessions of intensive 

evangelism and discipleship for overcoming life-controlling problems. We also estimate that thousands of people 

have received Christ as their personal savior. More than 9,000 persons have participated in groups since July 1, 

2012 (not including all inmates, persons in rehabilitation, and international participants). From July 1, 2012, 

through November 30, 2012, 65 new churches and ministries were added along with 109 individuals representing 

many additional ministries. This is an increase of 8% in churches and 24% in individuals for the same period last 

year. There has been Living Free ministry activity in some 77 countries and select Living Free studies have been 

translated into 25 languages (and probably more translations have been done without our knowledge). The most 

important issue is that these numbers translate into lives transformed by the power of Jesus Christ.  

Ministry Outcomes Measurement 

Living Free conducts ongoing evaluation of ministry impact. The results continue to show that participation in 

Living Free groups has a remarkable effect on the lives of almost all participants. Here are some testimony 

highlights: 

“I am more forgiving of others and myself.  My marriage is better and stronger.” 

“I am learning to turn it all over to the Lord and trust that He loves me enough to want only the best for 

me.”   

“Becoming more consistent in my Bible study and prayer life…becoming more hopeful.” 

“Gotten rid of secular things in my home and dedicated to bring my family to the Lord.” 
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Kentucky is losing more than 82 
people a month to drug overdose 
…more than those killed in motor 

vehicle accidents…Prescription 
drugs, primarily opiate narcotics, 
are considered the number one 
drug related problem faced by 

Kentucky law enforcement. 

August 29 press release from Kentucky ’s 

Senator Mitch McConnell 

“I have rededicated my life to the Lord, have become a much more positive person and more 

understanding with others.” 

Leadership Transition 

December 2012 completes 2.5 years of the three-year process of leadership transition. Dan Strickland assumed the 

position of President of Turning Point Ministries on July 1, 2011. Jimmy Lee became President Emeritus and is still 

actively involved in the ministry. The transition will continue until June 2013 with the goal of enhancing the scope 

and effectiveness of Living Free. 

Strategic Planning  

In July, 2012, Living Free adopted a strategic plan to guide the ministry through the following 3 years. One of the 

discoveries or the planning process was a renewed realization of what the core of the ministry is and the need to 

concentrate on developing those strengths.  

The five broad goals that we seek to achieve are to: 

 Completely integrate Lifeline Connection into the fabric of Living Free to achieve one organizational 

strategy with two highly defined methodologies.  

 Update the core ministry training and program tools with a view that future media will be more bite-sized 

and tailored for individualization. 

 Concentrate on ministry multiplication by strengthening brand recognition, increasing collaboration, 

refining a highly reproducible model, and carrying the message of hope and freedom in Christ. 

 Broaden the base of support through increased donations, sales, and better public relationships. 

 Maximize our human resources by concentrating on the essentials, recruiting volunteers, and outsourcing 

whenever possible. 

  

Living Free Community is the 

name that we are using to 

describe the alliance of community-based ministries 

using Living Free. 

In 2008, Lifeline Connection (LC) came under the umbrella of Living 

Free for general accountability and training and development 

assistance. On February 1, 2011, LC officially merged with Living 

Free, and Rev. Clayton (Skip) Arp came on our staff as Director of 

Lifeline Connection. In 2012, Lifeline Connection was rebranded as 

Living Free Community to reflect the close integration of the two 

models of Living Free ministry. 
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The 3-year goal of LFC is to establish 200 Living Free Community allied ministries in communities across the United 

States. Currently, there are 50 such ministries located in 18 states, and inquiries arrive every week from people 

interested in the concept. Requests are also received from other countries such as Ireland, United Kingdom, 

Bahamas, and Canada. Skip, on average, conducts one LF or LFC seminar every week, along with a team of four 

trainers who assist him. 

Teen Challenge (TC) endorses Living Free Community and has directed all those wishing to begin a TC ministry to 

start with the LFC strategy. Existing TC ministries are beginning to see the need of adding nonresidential programs 

and are embracing the LFC ministry.  

LFC ministry is having an impact on thousands of lives and it is being noticed by judges because it offers a variety of 

groups, including but not limited to the traditional 12-Step approach.  Jeff Arp, who is planting LFC ministries in 

Iowa, gave this report. 

Yesterday morning, the Probation Supervisor for the Fifth Judicial District stopped by my office to share 

his appreciation for all that we are doing to help people in his region of the state. He was very hopeful 

that we will get more groups going soon. I assured him that there are many of us that share his desire to 

raise up more groups as well. 

Jeff goes on to say: 

Our goal is to help people find true freedom in their life from life-controlling problems through spiritual 

insights and a maturing relationship with Jesus Christ. I am excited that is happening several times a 

week in our state through this ministry that you are a part of. We are hoping this ministry will continue 

to grow and develop and that it will become an effective tool for the Kingdom in every county of our 

state! 

Kimberly Becker, who is launching LFC ministry in Great Bend, Kansas, relates how God is opening doors.  

...my husband and I had bought [a building] 4 years ago that was grey and full of junk... the Lord told me 

it was to be an outreach building...  we cleaned and painted and prayed over this building and the 

attached picture is it completed as of last Friday afternoon. 

 

I have been doing a lot of talking to the corrections, homeless shelters, crisis programs, SRS, etc. and God 

has been there ahead of me to open doors!  I got the opportunity to talk to the judges of a 5 county area 

and was well received!  God has showed me that this is bigger than I can wrap my natural mind around 

and it is multifaceted.  

Living Free Community Conferences 

The first regional LFC conference was conducted October 20, 2012 in London, Kentucky with 63 attending. The 

conference was used to test the concept of a low-cost regional conference that will help us rapidly expand the LFC 

ministry into new areas of the country. Plans are to hold the events in communities where significant LFC ministry 

is happening so that those attending can hear from those on front-line ministry and receive practical advice. The 

events will also help to develop national and regional cohesiveness in the LFC alliance. 
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Living Free Community Manual 

The manual for LFC ministry is now available. It provides step-by-step guidance on how to begin, run, and maintain 

a LFC ministry. The manual also contains important resources that assist the local ministry to communicate what it 

is doing, track results, and recruit and train volunteers. 

Faculty Training Events 

On July 23rd and 24th, 2012, we were honored to host 20 ministry leaders for Living Free Faculty Training. More 

than half of those attending are either currently involved or are interested in beginning  a Living Free Community 

ministry. Participants came from Florida, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Tennessee and West Virginia.  

The next training event is scheduled January 14-15, 2013. 

Internet Ministry 

Internet Accessibility Ministry 

 In 2008 we implemented an Internet Accessibility Ministry that has made Living Free material quickly accessible to 

anyone, anywhere. A growing number of people are responding. In the past five months, there have been 329 free 

downloads of watermarked materials (232 same period last year) with an estimated value of $3,860. These 

requests have come from 27 U.S. states and three countries: Aruba, Great Britain, and Indonesia. These free 

materials went largely to those who might have been left out without the Internet Accessibility Ministry.  

The most popular downloads are Insight, Stepping into Freedom, Free to Grow, and Concerned Persons. 

Besides offering curriculum downloads, we allow certain ministry organizations working with prisoners, homeless, 

and other needy populations to print from PDF files we send to them. They agree not to sell the books and to 

renew annually the permission to print. We estimate the value of these donated books to be about $8,000 a year. 

Website Store Upgrade 

It has been almost one year since we launched the upgrade for the Living Free online store.  We are now able to 

pull better data from the online store relating to sales, customers and product.  We are also able to process phone 

orders into the web-based administrative side of the new store.     

Although the average sales-per-order has decreased over the last year, the number of orders has increased, thus 

increasing the overall online sales total. 

July 1-Dec. 1, 2011    206 orders = $28,425 $137.99/order                                

July 1-Dec. 1, 2012    501 orders = $36,215  $72.29/order 

   

We attribute much of this increase in sales to the additional shipping options and ease of navigation within the 

store.     

All credit card processing has been streamlined.  With the store upgrade, we are now able to process all credit card 

orders either through the online store or directly through the online card processing agency.   
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Website Activity: 

There has been an 84% increase in the visits to the livingfree.org website in the last 5 months compared to the 

same 5 months of 2011. 

Daily Visits to Website 

July 1 – Dec. 1, 2011: 37,739 visits 

July 1-Dec. 1, 2012: 69,367 visits 

Individuals from 181 countries accessed the site. 

 

Facebook Activity: In June 2012, we had 613 subscribers.  As of Dec. 1, 2012, we had 720, an 18% increase.  

Total Digital Footprint every 24 hours: 
                                                   
Average Digital Footprint Every 24 Hours 

   

 Jul - Nov 2011 Jul-Nov 2012 

   

LFED devotion subscribers           22,401 26,319 

Website daily visitors                   245 447 

Facebook Page Direct                 499 715 

Facebook Indirect                        223,552 321,035 

   

Total:                      246,397 348,516 

 

Living Free Every Day® 

 We began sending Living Free Every Day® daily devotions on January 29, 2007. As of December 1, 2012, they were 

sent daily to 26,319 subscribers (a 101 percent increase since December 1, 2011, count of 22,401). We have 

developed a Facebook page specifically for Living Free Every Day®.  

Here are some examples of the many testimonies from the Living Free Every Day® devotional by email and 

Facebook:  

Hi.. Good day .. Would like to say Thank you so much for everyday i received your email. I always 

share all your "thoughts for today" to all my friends..and i am so glad that friend like all your 

message you shared..I will continue to share to spread all good words especially the prayer... the 

prayers always realize me always that God always with me. 

Thank you Again.  Regards to All, 

Recelyn, Philippines 8/1/12 

 

I wish to express my gratitude for having subscribed me to the daily devotion, LIVING FREE messages. I 

strongly believe they will give me a turning point in my life, and also be in a position to share with others. 

So far I had been receiving the messages from my husband and truly to say, they have really uplifted me. 

God bless you and keep up the good work. 

Jayne Njiru, 10/24/12 
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Curriculum Development 

In our strategic planning we determined that the ministry focus of LF should be on our core, the things that are 

unique to us. There are many who develop curriculum, but to our knowledge, our approach to ministry is unique. 

 Facing Fear, a new curriculum, is in development. 

 Living beyond Regrets, a new curriculum, is in development. 

 A curriculum on the subject of shame is in development. 

 Updated version of the Core Team Manual is in development. 

 A Lifeline Connection manual has been developed. 
 

Funding 

We received $10,000 matching grant from Covenant Values Foundation for Cuba project. 

We received $5,000 to match the Cuba project. 

Request is in to Generosity Trust for $10,000. 

Requesting $15,000 grant from Maclellan Foundation for Internet needs 

Received $50,000 grant from Maclellan Foundation for 3rd year of transition plan 

Attended the National Development Institute training in Griffin, Georgia  

 

Collaboration 

Global Teen Challenge collaboration continues in Cuba, Brazil, China, Romania, Russia, Mexico, India, and other 

countries. 

A project is being planned for the benefit of local pastors in conjunction with Generosity Trust. 

We continue to partner with a number of ministries—prison ministries, international ministries, rehabilitation 

programs, mission organizations, and more. We have cooperated with many ministries including American Family 

Foundation, Europe Teen Challenge, Florida Integrity Training, Focus Group Ministries, Global Teen Challenge, 

Harvest USA, Kids Living Free, Lifeline Connection, One Hope, Peacemaker® Ministries, SaveOne, Teen Challenge 

USA, The Life-Givers Network, Teen Challenge Russia, and Transformation Project.  

 We are also working with the following organizations: The Moscow Theological Seminary is interested in making 

the LF training part of its new-pastor training.  The General Council of the Assemblies of God in Cuba is expressing 

interest in training up to 4,000 churches with LF.  Bible League (WBTC) has promised $10,000 to print Bibles in 

Cuba for people using the LF curriculum. 

International 

At this time, Living Free ministry has occurred in 77 countries and 25 languages. We are excited to see people in 

various countries assuming financial responsibility for costs of translating and printing Living Free curriculums. We 

are also encouraged because more and more of the Living Free leadership and training are being done by local 

ministry leaders.  

Here are some recent reports and testimonies: 

Argentina. Beatriz Bunch conducted training at a pastor's conference in Argentina. 
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Bahamas. Two Living Free trainings were conducted by Clayton Arp and Ayana Denson to prepare the way for 

Living Free Community ministry to begin. Sixty teenagers recently completed the Insight Group. 

Brazil. Teen Challenge Brazil has taken on the project of translating the Living Free materials into Portuguese. This 

is being done at no cost to Living Free. The Brazilians see value in the materials and plan to use them in their 

rehabilitation ministries and to introduce them to churches.  

China. The core Living Free materials are currently being translated in China due to the efforts of a missionary. The 

missionary tells us that the national church in his area is very interested in beginning the groups as soon as 

possible. The Chinese nationals are doing the work at their own expense. The work has the full approval of the 

authorities. 

Colombia. The El Pacto Foundation in Bogota, Colombia continues to be a great blessing to Living Free. Andres and 

Beatriz Bunch lead the Foundation and the associated church, and they have championed the translation and use 

of the Living Free curriculum in Latin America. Beatriz recently conducted a Living Free seminar in Argentina.  

Cuba. Living Free began work in Cuba in October 2011 when we trained 60 prison chaplains in Havana. A team 

from LF returned in March of 2012 to conduct another seminar in the eastern region of the country. The church 

leaders now have access to the LF video training in Spanish, and in a few weeks they will have books printed. A 

third trip is planned for 2013 to further train workers in the Eastern District provinces of Guantánamo, Las Tunas, 

and the city of Holguín. 

France. Philippe Gestin, leader of Living Free in France, tells us they have completed translating 

the Living Free manuals and are preparing them for printing. They have completed the French 

version of the Living Free Video Training DVDs. Translation plans for 2012-2013 include Insight 

Group, Stepping into Freedom, and Completely Free! Groups are being held in several churches in 

France, at Argentan jail, and at four churches in Belgium. 

 

Ghana. The church of Pentecost is a regional church in West Africa that began in Ghana. The church sponsored 

training so that the participants would be prepared to better minister to the needs of their communities. Janet 

Lerner, an author of Living Free curriculum, led the training.  

Honduras. Missionary David Turner reports having trained 600 persons in Living Free in Honduras. 

India.  Missionary Amanda Tyler continues her work to prepare to translate the core Living Free material into 

Hindi. 

 

 

Indonesia. In September we were contacted by the administrator of a website in 

Indonesia about using the Living Free Everyday devotions on a website and in a 

mobile phone app he has created. He is an Indonesian national who wants to use 

the devotions to spread the word of God 
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Liberia.  Last October, Janet Lerner, author of the LF curriculum Restoring Families, travelled to Monrovia, Liberia, 

to conduct Living Free training. On her previous trip, she trained 180 persons to use the LF curriculum, Restoring 

Families: Overcoming Abusive Relationships through Christ. On this trip she trained pastors and church leaders of 

the Liberian Church of the Pentecost to improve their counseling skills and how to work with those addicted to 

alcohol and drugs. She had this to say: 

I felt that the best training I could give them is the training you have prepared on Living Free (Ministry 

Kit) so I am taking that to them and presenting the DVDs, lecture, and some other information to help 

them with this topic.       

Mexico. Living Free groups are going strong in Mexico City, as Teen Challenge Mexico uses the materials in their 

rehabilitation program and is beginning to introduce the ministry to area churches. In Mazatlan the groups are 

very popular and are having a great impact on the church that hosted the training last April. New groups are also 

being launced in a bordertown near El Paso. 

Nigeria. Every Friday evening, 20 men meet in Living Free groups in a large Nigerian city. This is a dangerous region 

for Christian ministry work due to the violent tactics of a militant Muslim movement. In the past eight months, the 

groups have included Insight, Stepping Into Freedom, and currently Concerned Persons.  Soon, there will be 10 men 

who have consistently been a part of the groups and will complete their non-residential recovery ministry. The 

goal of those leading the ministry is to have a residential program. 

Panama. 600 pastors are interested in receiving Living Free training. We are working with local missionaries and 

ministers to meet this request. Some of these pastors are involved with prison and halfway house ministries. Since 

many residential ministries have closed in Panama, there is interest in nonresidential solutions such as Living Free 

Community. 

Poland. Richard Paciocha worked for many years to expand the LF ministry in Poland. He conducted seminars 

across the country, established coffee house ministries that used LF groups as an outreach tool, translated books, 

managed publications and raised funds to expand the ministry. Under his leadership 

the ministry in Poland was self-sustaining. Sadly, Richard recently died suddenly of 

natural causes. His departure is a great loss to his family, friends, and ministry 

partners.   

Romania. Work continues in the Romanian language versions of the basic Living Free 

curriculum. 

Russia. Since 2003, Living Free has been strategically associated with Global Teen Challenge and OneHope 

(formerly Book of Hope). Living Free materials are widely available in Russia.  

Elena Kulagova, our Russian associate, has been busy contacting pastors and leaders about 

Living Free, conducting church training events, developing a network of national trainers, 

teaching LF at seminaries and Bible schools, and presenting Living Free at regional Teen 

Challenge training events. She has recently completed Living Free ministry in Biisk, 

Novokuznetsk, Novosibirsk, and Barnaul. She is also training a church that sponsors many 

rehabilitation centers how to use the Living Free materials. 
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South Africa. We are in contact with a minister in South Africa who learned about the Living Free materials while 

living in Swaziland. He conducts training for ministers and Christian counselors and is interested in introducing 

more people in South Africa to the ministry. 

Uganda. The Living Free curriculum, Peacemaking (based on Ken Sande's book The Peacemaker) was taken to 

Uganda by Covenant College professor, Camille Halstrom. She gave them to Rev. Titus Baraka, who introduced 

them into use in Luzira Maximum Security Prison in Kampala. There they've since been used among death row, life 

sentence inmates, and other inmates with remarkable results; the conversion of prisoners (including Muslims), 

criminals asking forgiveness of their victims, and even kinder treatment on the part of prison guards have been in 

evidence over the years. 

West Indies. American missionaries leading a Bible school in the Carribean islands befriended a beach vendor who 

struggled with addiction. A mutual friend suggested she contact Living Free.   

Where Are the Next Ones? 

Matthew 9:36-38 

When he saw the crowds, he had compassion on them, because they were harassed and helpless, like sheep 

without a shepherd. Then he said to his disciples, "The harvest is plentiful but the workers are few. Ask the Lord of 

the harvest, therefore, to send out workers into his harvest field." 

Jesus' words are relevant today. The harvest is plentiful, but the workers are few. 

There is no shortage of potential workers but there is a critical shortage of sent workers. 

We believe that there are millions of Christians who want to be on the front lines of ministry, but they just don't 

see how God can use them. These are the next ones. These are the ones we want to identify, inspire, train, equip, 

and provide an opportunity to join the harvest. 

Our Thanks 

The days of our lives are precious because each is a gift from God, and they are limited by time. And like any 

limited resource they must be invested carefully and not just spent with no thought of the future. 

We are thankful to the many thousands of leaders who have decided to invest themselves in this ministry of 

compassion and reconciliation. We are thankful to those who have invested their time leading Living Free groups 

and working directly in the harvest field. And we are thankful to our donors who have invested their resources to 

equip and sustain those engaged in the field. We are thankful to our staff as they have invested the best years of 

their lives to advance the mission. And we are grateful to our Board of Directors, who have many other pressing 

responsibilities, for the many days you have provided this ministry with counsel, encouragement, wisdom, and 

accountability. 

Thank you all for your investment in the ministry of Living Free. 


